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“Uncle Eric, my parents are going on their honeymoon, you come to our house to
play!” Layla hugged Eric from her mother’s side and warmly invited him, “Didn’t
you say you started working after New Year’s Day? We have three days off on
New Year’s Day! You should be able to play for two more days!”

Eric thought After a moment, he said, “I have to ask your mother.”

“Don’t ask! My parents are no longer at home, and I have the final say in our
family!” Layla looked smug and proud, “The two of them will leave tonight. You go
directly to our house at night!”

Layla’s domineering answer made Eric laugh.

Robert raised his head and corrected his sister’s words: “Sister, isn’t my brother
Hayden back? Mom and Dad are not at home, we have to listen to my brother.”

In Robert’s heart, although his sister was extremely important, Robert thought
that his brother Hayden was a little more powerful than his sister Layla.

“Brother listens to me too!” Layla said forcefully, “Because elder brother likes me,
elder brother listens to me in everything. You must also listen to me in
everything.”

Robert nodded obediently: “Sister, of course I am. I’ll listen to you, because I like
you more than my brother.”
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“Little sycophant.” Layla said that, but her heart was sweet.

After the dinner in the evening, Eric walked over to Avery and patted her on the
shoulder.

Avery immediately followed him to the side.

“Layla asked me to play at your house for two days.” Eric thought it would be
better to tell Avery about this.

If they lived in Avery’s house in the Starry River Villa, Eric would not be so
restrained.

“Yes! As long as you don’t dislike our house being too noisy, it’s totally fine.” Avery
smiled, “Robert is rather noisy now.”

Eric: “I think Robert is quite good.”

“That’s because I don’t know you very well. It’s different when you’re familiar with
it.” Avery explained, “When are you going to start working? You’ve been resting for
so long, shouldn’t your manager be anxious?”

Eric said in a hurry, “He’s been watching more openly. Now, he’s taking the whole
family on vacation abroad.”

Avery: “Hahaha!”

Eric: “I heard that you are leaving tonight. It’s a good journey!”

Avery: “Well. Layla let you live in our house, will it be more troublesome for you? If
you don’t want to go, I can tell Layla politely.”

Eric: “No. It’s the same wherever I live. As long as I don’t live with Elliot, I’ll be
fine.”
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“Haha, even if Elliot is at home, he will welcome you.” Avery explained, “He is no
longer the careful man he used to be.”

After Avery said this, Eric looked at Elliot.

Avery followed his line of sight and looked at Elliot.

Avery saw that Elliot stared at them intently.

The expression on Elliot’s face, although not much hostile, was serious and
tense.

“I think he’s still the same as before.” Eric laughed, “Go on vacation! I’ll take good
care of your children.”

Avery: “Thank you! I’ll bring you gifts when I come back.”

Eric: “Don’t bring for me. Just bring gifts for the children.”

Avery knew that Eric was afraid that Elliot would mind, so he said so, Avery didn’t
answer.

But Avery would definitely buy gifts for Eric. She felt that Elliot was not so stingy.
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An hour later, Avery and Elliot left the hotel and went to the airport.

The place they were going was in the Kuoslaville. Kuoslaville was a neighboring
country of Aryadelle, and it only took three hours for the plane to fly there.

Because of its unique geographical advantages, Kuoslaville had always been
relatively popular in its tourism industry.

Avery had a lot of acquaintances and friends who had gone to Kuoslaville to play,
but Avery had never been there.

“Have you ever been to Kuoslaville?” Avery asked Elliot.

Elliot: “No. That place is usually where couples go on vacation.”

“It seems to be the case. The sea over there, the pictures are very beautiful. In
fact, I have always wanted to play, but I have never had the chance.” Avery was
full of this trip. Looking forward, “And there is no time difference between both
countries. I really don’t like jet lag. Every time I get jet lag, my head is stunned for
a whole day.”

“How beautiful.” Elliot didn’t go there because he didn’t like the tourist attractions
in Kuoslaville.

Avery: “Can you stop the scenery? We’re going on our honeymoon now!”
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“I’m happy where you go on our honeymoon, and I’m not here to see the scenery.”
When Elliot said this, Avery felt that he was soaked in the whole body in a
honeypot.

“Husband, can you not show your face to Eric in the future?” Avery saw that Elliot
was in a good mood now, so she took the opportunity to speak, “Eric will stay at
our house for the past two days and help us take care of the children. I always
treat him as a younger brother.”

“I know you treat him as a younger brother, but he doesn’t think so.” Elliot never
doubted Avery’s feelings for Eric, but Eric’s thoughts were impure, so he didn’t
care about Eric’s good face.

Avery: “Maybe Eric didn’t think that way before, but he must have given up on me
now! We both rarely contacted each other. If it wasn’t for the wedding we invited
him to come here, we would still contact him when he had a blind date in
Bridgedale.”

Avery’s words reassured Elliot a little.

Elliot: “Then I will treat Eric better in the future.”

“Well. Eric is actually very simple. Because I saved him, he has a filter for me, and
he may not be able to tell whether his feelings for me are gratitude or male and
female Love.” Avery said.

Elliot: “Eric can’t tell the difference, so you have to help him tell the difference.”

Avery: “Eric has sorted it out now. He doesn’t look for me like he used to.
Husband, now the whole world knows that I’m your wife, don’t worry!”

Elliot: “Hmm.”

Hotel, banquet hall.
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Although Elliot and Avery hade left, the guests were still there.

Now was the New Year’s Day holiday, everyone gathered together, how could it
end without drinking to the fullest.

Juniper Schaffer: “Gwen, originally I didn’t let Ben drink alcohol. After all, you two
should not drink or take medicine for at least three months to get pregnant… But
your brother is getting married today, and Ben can’t help to drink… I’m sleepy now
and have to go back. You remember to take Ben home later. If he’s drunk, it’s fine
for the two of you to stay outside for the night!”

Gwen confessed.

Juniper’s remarks, firstly, distressed her son for drinking so much alcohol, and
secondly, reminded Gwen not to forget about having a child.

“Mom, I see. You and Dad go back to rest!” Gwen wanted to send them out.

“Don’t send it off. If you get sleepy later, go with Ben first. Mike and the others
can also entertain guests.” Juniper whispered.

Gwen: “Mmmm.”

After the two elders of the Schaffer family left, Tammy teased Gwen: “Your
mother-in-law is giving birth!”

“This matter has to wait for us to get married anyway.” Gwen analyzed, “My
mother-in-law said that it is necessary to abstain from tobacco, alcohol and
drugs for three months.”

“Haha, there are several couples in real life who can comply with this. Such a
request?” Tammy teased, “Jun is addicted to smoking and must smoke every
day. Am I not pregnant too? Relax, don’t be so nervous.”
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Tammy said here, out of the corner of her eyes, she’s glancing at Ben walking
towards them.

“Gwen, your old baby is here.” Tammy walked away immediately after reminding.
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